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God didn't create th He screwed around for
world in itvni days. six days and thon pul-
led an all-night- er.
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Trustees
A $300,000 challenge
from six anonymous donors
was presented to the board
of Trustees of the College
at their meeting last Sat- -,
urday. Also at the meeting,
they tabled the proposed
Campus Council memoran-
dum until their June meet-
ing.
The donation , presented
in the form of a challenge to
the general campus com-
munity, alumni , parents
and friends of the College,
is to be a sum of $300,000
to match $150,000 from
Students fast for Food Day
The College com munitv
win be called upon to think as a number of workshops
about what it eats, and and activities aimed at in-w- hat
others eat inobser- - creasing Woosterian's a-v- ance
of 'Food 1 Day" We- d- wareness of the World food
nesday, April 17, 1975. situation and their own re-P-artor a national effort lationtoit.
co-ordin- ated by the Center -
for Science in the Public Ted Ludwig, local co-Inte- rest,Woosters "Food ordinator of "Food Day"Day" will involve a vo-l- activities, stressed that the
Hell Week meets mixed reaction
by Jeff Adair
Hen Week 1975 for Men and
Women progressed as expected
last weekend-accordin- g to hell"
' week observers, but events did
not go unnoticed by other groups
who did not think events were
conducted properly.
Activities started on Monday
night for most sections ' girl's
clubs started initiation
ceedings beginning Wednesday
night. Pledges for clubs had been
participating in campus hosing
since Sunday night."
. Malcom Wldness, president of
Inter-Secti- on Council, said the
observer reports have not been
turned in yet, and said he heard
of no major infractions. .
The minor Infractions he said
he knew of an stemmed from the
large number of pledges this year
which caused some scheduling
problems; and a little incon-
venience for independents.
Nancy Lewis,- - President of
Inter-Cl- ub Council, reflected
Wldness' remarks. She said mere
were a few incidents which
received negative reaction from
the campus community, such as
dorm serenading on Friday
morning and campus bousing on
Wednesday night.
: According to Ms. Lewis, there
'was a misunderstanding between
Hal Closson of Lowry Center and --
the club pledges as to what could .
offered $300,000 matching funds
the College.(For more details , see
realted story)
The CC memorandum
was a proposal for a new
student grievance pro-
cedure which would provide
t another way for students,to voice complaints about
happenings on the campus,
such as the firing of Bruce
Arnold from Food Service
last fall. This the Trustees
decided to study further
and will discuss it again
in June.
An innovation presented
Hnrai-- v Sttldpnt taat a a wall
be hosed in Lowry. Instead of
Just hosing the stairwell to the
dining hall, other parts of the
building were affected.
She also aided mat the clubs
thought they did a good Job with
campus hosing outside of the
buildings, but - a high wind
at this meeting was an idea
developed by Miss H. Al
berta Colclaser, secretary;
to the resident; faculty'
student-trust-ee dinners.
The dinner took
the home of a faculty
ber, and was prepared by
him. Twenty-fi- ve students
took part in this program,
which also included all the
Trustees. The idea was to
have the same ratio of stu-
dents and Trustees; and
one faculty member. These
dinners took place on Fri-
day night.
student fast is as an aid
to personal awareness, not
a material contribution.
Although faster s who sign
up with Food Service before
April 10 will have a $1.23
sent to aid the needy, this
is considered a secondary
aspect of the fast.
continued on pago 5
Wednesday night littered the
campus with some of the various
signs. The clubs made an effort
to clean up the debris.
Peter Havholm, director of
Douglass, complained that the
clubs went out of their guide-
lines by serenading Douglass
I
College challenged to
meet $150,000 goal
by Sue Tew
Once again the Wooster
campus and community are
faced with a challenge- - to
raise at least $150,000 in
new or raised donations by
June 30. In response to this
estimated sum, six anony-
mous donors will con-
tribute another $300,000
towards the current oper-
ating budget.-- The pros-
pective sum will pull the
College out of its $400,000
deficit of this year and may
even cover last year's de-
ficit of $90,000.
The pledge by the donors
was brought to the attention
of the Trustees by G.T.
Smith, vice president of
development. The pledge
early In the morning and awak-
ing many residents, most of whom
are not affiliated with clubs or
sections.
Ms. Lewis said that the clubs
were within the guidelines as hen
continued on page 5
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is conditiona- l- the sum
must be raised for the don-
ors to double it. However,
the full sum in not nec-
essary, the donors will
double whatever, the Col-
lege can raise.
it is unusual for a don-
ation to be directed to the
operating budget-norma- lly
donations are directed for
buildings or other specific
purposes. Today a letter Is
being sent out to all alumni
and friends asking for their
contributions; whatever
they can give will be greatly
appreciated. These six
"Angels" are doing theirpart, now it is up to us to
do the restl
The anonymous donation
is similar to a challenge
presented to the College In
1971 by Foster McGaw. He
pledged then to give the
College $1.6 million dollars
if the College community
was able to raise $1 million
in a short time period.
One Act plays
to be staged
April 10-- 12
by Scott Weingart
Kicking off a quarter
which promises to be one
of the most theatrically
active in COW history. Is
"a bill of one-act- s" In the
Shoolroy Arena Theatre
April 10 11, 12. The Scho-olr- oy
Theatre is located
in the new Herman F reed-land- er
Theatre complex.
The three one-ac-ts being
performed are HAPPY
JOURNEY by Thorton
Wilder, BALD SOPRANO
by Eugene Ionesco, and A
RISE IN FLAME CRIED
THE PHOENIX by Tennes-
see Williams. The plays
are currently in the final
stage of production and
should offer a a evening of
diversified theatre not seen
in Wooster before.
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Editorial
Of fasts and food
In observance of "Food Day" this week, many mem-
bers of the COW community will once more observe a
day's fast, to remind their minds and their stomachs
that, while they eat three squares a day at Lowry and
Kittredge and then attack the midnight munchies with a
trip to MacDonalds,' or Kroger s, most of the people
of the world are lucky to get enough food in a day to keep
half alive. It behooves those of us who, like your editor,
will probably lack the will-pow-er or the dedication to
show concern in such a way to give their respect to
those who will observe the fast.
It also behooves those who do fast to remember
that fasting in itself is only a symbolic act, however
- meritorious; someone might eat that day like a berserk
boar and still, by a cash donation of $1.50, give the
hungry more material aid than a faster with his Indirect
donation of $1.25. And it won't mean much to fast on
Wednesday and then on Thursday send a trayful of un-
eaten food to the disposalls.
It behooves those who are concerned about hunger
to mink through simplistic solutions, like "If we didn't
eat any meat, the . people in the Third World wouldn't
be starving."
And It behooves everybody to remember that the
purpose is to help the hungry and to perhaps feel some-
thing of their plight not to increase one's personal
Holiness Quotient, nor to put anyone else down for mak-
ing his own decision to eat or to fast. A demonstration
of concern for the hungry does anyone credit; a Holier-Than-Th- ou
contest (or for that matter a Hoggier-Than-Th- ou
contest among the unabashedly unconcerned non- -
fasters) does nobody credit.
In further observance of "Food Day", some all-too-r- are
words of commendation are in order for Mr,
Raber and his intrepid Food Service department.
Except for the ballroom, Lowry Center Dining Hall
has always reminded your editor of one of those 1930 s
prison flicks where the cons all sit at the long tables
and bang their tin cups together in preparation for the
Big Break. The new expansion, providing not only
more space but an additional chance to sit and eat in
relative Quiet and the licrht of dav. is most welcome.
Also welcome is some recent upgrading of the food
quality, such as the appearance of real honest -to-P- oseidon
shrimp in place of those abominable "shrlmpos".
One humble admonition, however your editor rea-
lizes that cheese is a healthful foodstuff, and as far as
I know an economical and a popular one. However,
there are still those of us who go along with the ancient
Chinese definition of cheese as rotten milk; and to
such nonconformists a menu consisting of cheese omelets,
macaroni and cheese, and leftover cheese pizza is kind
of demoralizing. Please, dietician, not so many wholly
cheesy menus?
BH
FRANKENSTEIN
learns art
of restraint
by Mall W. Slater
For the first time in
memory I am faced with
the problem of choosing
what to review, rather than
desperately trying to find
something for this week.
We have YOUNG FRANK-
ENSTEIN playing down-
town, CABARET will be on
campus Saturday, and THE
BRIDGE OVER THE RIVER
KWAI will be playing this
coming Wednesday. I'll at-
tempt to deal with two.
YOUNG FRANKENS-
TEIN is great cause for
rejoicing; Mel Brooks may
have finally learnt (or re--
learnt) the art of restraint.
His comedy is all the better
for it. In his first pictures
Brooks adhered to a plot
line (e.g.. THE PRODU-
CERS and THE TWELVE
CHAIRS). These films are
consistently funny; they
rise to the sublime at times(no single scene in Brooks'
films since has equally the
opening production of
"Springtime for Hitler" in
The Producers); but the
storyline occasionally turn
predictable, the gags per-
functory. In Blazing Sad-
dles he threw plot to the
continued on pdgo 3
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Prisoner
seeks outside
contact
To someone with a heart,
I am an inmate at the
Marion Institution, which
say8, that I am in an un-
favored position.
I am confined and my
communication has been
constantly contracting. I
find seeking correspon-
dence something like
reaching for the moon
standing on a step ladder.
My dependability in
people have continuously
been declining a lot in the
three years I have been
inear carated, but I knew
that there is still someone
out there that is eager to
respond to a need. I'd like
to correspond with some-
one with something on their
mind.
My name is, SeMre Har-
ris 038-14-9) 23 years old,
5' 7-- 12 and my sign is
Scorpio and I am out of
--Cleveland, Ohio.
I have a lotta things on
my mind to share with
someone! '
SeMre Harris 138-1- 49
Marlon Correctional Inst.
P.O. Box 57
Marion, Oh. 43302 "- -
A man
who feels
pity
Dear Editor,
I feel very sorry for an
individual who has nothing
better to do with his time
than write verbose bullshit
letters about homosex-
uality.
Sincerely,
Mike Kinney
Women also
face alienation
Dear Editor,
Having had only the time
to glance through the
VOICE when I picked it up,
the headline "Men must
face alienation" seemed
rather amusing. Almost
makes you feel sorry for
the poor dears, I thought.
Still, my curiousity was
mildly aroused, not having
heard the lecture by Ms.
Brandt. Was this some
article concerning men's
or women's liberation?
Could it be that someone
has compiled new data cor-
relating innate psych-
ological , characteristics
with biological function?
While my Ignorance of
campus activities may be
inexcusable, I don't think
my initial reaction to K.
Lohwater's article was by
any means foolish. I do
not walk into bathrooms
marked "men", and I as-
sume that "men" males --
exclusively. Being a
woman, I was naturally
"alienated" from the head-
line. It was not until I
read the article that I re-
alized that Mr. Lohwater
is possessed of "an extra-
ordinary semantic confus-
ion.
I realize that the English
language embodies certain
political assumptions that
are often unwittingly, even
unconsciously communi-
cated, and I do not wish to
engage in "semantic nit-
picking". Nevertheless,
Mr. Lohwater's extensive
use of male gender nouns
and pronouns reduced his
article to the level of 11-gu- istlc
absurdity. Un-
fortunately, it was neither
as clever nor as entertain-
ing as Jabberwocky.
I find it difficult to be-
lieve mat anyone could be
SO insensitive. I would
hope that Mr. Lohwater
was, In fact, trying to pro-
vide us all with an "ob-ject lesson" on the impre-
cision so often engendered, -
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as it were, in political
communications - from
sexual politics to the pol-
itics of Watergate. - Per-ha- Ds
he was even makinz a
feeble attempt to be funny.
If not, I.would hope that he
take my criticism ser-
iously, if only to do his
small part in saving the
langauage from deter-
iorating into utter mean-inzlessn- ess.
Mary Becker
Neither gays
nor straights
were 'outsiders9
V.
To the Editor:
In response to Linda De-Sot- o's
letter in last week's
Voice;
First, gay people are an
integral part to the
Women's movement. In
fact, they have become the
radical impetus, and in
many cases, the leaders
for the Worn en' 8 Move-
ment right now.
Second, the women's
dance which took place in
the Ballroom on March 9
was an activity sponsored
by the International Wo-
men's Day committee. The
dance was planned as a
celebrative event to finish
the four days of workshops
continued on page 3
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continued from page 2
four winds and opted for afrantic, desperate-to-be--,-
funny approach. Its draw-
backs were obvious
In YOUNG FRANKEN-
STEIN he has struck the
balance. There is a fairly
. rigid plot structure: a
parodysatire of specific
scenes and characters in
the original Frankenstein(also Son of...and Bride
.
of...) The treatment re-
mains consistently fresh
and Inventive.
The cast is uniformly
excellent. There could be
no better choice for Igor
than Marty Feldman.Cloris Leachman's Frau
Blucher (loud whinnies) is
a magnificent send-u- p of
the frigid Teutonic matron.To Peter Boyle as the mon--
More letters to the
continued from page 2
that were organized by the
International Women's Day
committee.
The committee included
people from the Wooster
People's Party, the Wo-
oster Gay Caucus, the Wo-
oster Food Co-o- p, and both
the student population and
the general community of
Wooster, the intent of the
ENTIRE program was to
build support among wo-
men and to offer educative --
and thought-provoki- ng ac-
tivities for the people who
participated in the work-
shops. Celebration and
education and Money came
from the Wooster People's
Party, Campus Council,
and the Tomorrow Com-
mittee. Energy and ideas
came from many. People
- were Invited from different
states and cities outside
Wooster, Ohio. Like the
other activities, the dance
was open to anyone. No
one was an "outsider" that
night. People who felt un
comfortable at the dance-ma- de
their own discomfort.
Sometimes quick judge-
ments are too easy and
also very shallow.
Marcy Bailey 74
The VOICE acknowledges
receipt of a letter expressing
similar views from Sharon
Niemczyk and Pam McArthur,
co-chairper- sons of the" Dance
Committee for International
Women's Day. Due to space
limitations it could not be
published this week, but is
available tor examination in
the VOICE office.
Hell Week
befouls COW...
As If the litter problem on
this campus .wasn!L bad enough
ster must go the heartiest
applause. That he speaks
a bare half-doz- en lines in
the show makes his triumph
all the greater. His two
great scenes are with the
blind man (Gene Hackman)
and with Dr. Frankenstein
Gene Wilder) in the "Put-ti- n
on the Ritz" sequence.
In the former the fear thathe may turn on the old
man only intensifies thepower
. of the physica
comedy; the laughter is
all the greater for being
released as well.
There is great care in
the " details of this film.
The black-and-wh- ite for-
mat is an obvious but ne-
cessary period device. The
score is truly fine: remin-
iscent of the originals.
already, certain campus social
groups took It upon themselves
to make It even worse this past
week. One may or may not think
that It Is wasteful to use Innum-
erable rolls of toilet paper and
masking tape, crepe paper,news- -.
print, sheets and paint to deck
the campus with lnslgnlas, names
and o'her' reminders of The
social groups (and 1 would argue
that ltis wasteful).
it would have been nice how-
ever, If the persons responsible
for festooning the fences, trees
and walls had seen fit to clean
up after themselves. On a walk
between McGaw and the P.E.C.(by way of the tennis courts) one
notices that the ground Is scat-
tered here and there with paint
cans and brushes, toilet paper,
soggy crepe paper bleeding on
the sidewalk, ripped sheets and
torn posters. And that Is In
addition to the usual quantities
of beer cans, cigarette butts and
ice cream sandwich wrappers.
Since I am not a member of
any social group on campus, I
won't criticize the basic concept
of such groups. I do mink, how-
ever, that it is sad mat people,
alledgedly adults, are so Irre-
sponsible "that they don't clean'
up their own messes.
David Earley
and
violates the
. .TlSlltS OJ OttieTS
To the Editor,
Once again the annual spring
rite known as Hen. Week has
come and gone. All the familiar
sights, and sounds produced by
actives and pledges . have
ceased for the moment.' And
yet, at Oils time next year, the
whole, .mesa .win begin again.
mood-setti- ng without being
hack work.
It helpa to have seen thefilms YOUNG FRANKEN-
STEIN satirizes, but it isby no means essential. I've
seen none of them through
myself, and I still lovedit. It should be playing atleast through next Wednes-day.
CABARET swept virt-
ually all but Best Picturein the Oscars race against
THE GODFATHER twoyears ago, I think de-
servedly. Admittedly, itis a very uneven work. The
scenes outside the cabaret
are poorly developed and
flabby, at times downright
boring, but for the se-quences in the cabaret I am
willing to forgive all.
editor
We would like to draw atten-
tion to the Injustices of this
annual event as It presently
exists, and point out what we
consider an alarming trend
among clubs and sections: the
increasing tendency to abandon
all consideration of Independents'
lights.
Those engaged In the mindless
dispatch of Hell Week activities
seem unable to realize that. In
many Instances, they are Infring-
ing on the personal decision of
dependents not to Join a section
or club. By virtue of the fact .
that many Hell functions are
held In public areas of the cam-
pus, we who decided against
membership In these groups are
compelled to become Involved
It -- Is impossible to Ignore or
otherwise dlssassoclate oneself
from the screams and songfests
at dawn, the unsightly banners
and litter distributed every-
where, or the disruptive gather-
ings. If a pledge Is forced to
rise and yell at the top of his
her lungs at Six AJJl., it is be-
cause the pledge has committed
himselfherself to the loss of a
few hours sleep. We and others
like us never made such a com-
mitment, and resent having to
share their misery.
Additionally, the various flags
and posters attached to college
buildings, the paper designs stuf-
fed in the tennis court fence,
and the countless slogans and
"decorations" smeared through
out the campus are ugly, doing
nothing to enhance the appear-
ance of the grounds, or their
makers reputations.
Independents have also endured
several public displays of
abusive and demeaning treatment
ot pledges. On one occasion,
actives of one section were wit-
nessed kicking pledges about the
bead while the freshmen were
doing push-up- s. Such sadistic
'heU duties" as mis sent several
Individuals to Hygela last week-
end for treatment. A nurse re-
ported bow om pledge needed
nds restraint
Cabaret is far better on
film than stage. The stage
version is too blatant in its
comment on Nazism: too
much politics, not enough
entertainment. The film Is
much truer and much more
effective by showing the
warm, moist decadence of
Weimar Germany from
which the dark flowers of
Nazism bloomed.
The film is also a re-
markable breakthrough in
musical realism. The
songs are really organic
parts of the story, sung by
people who would in reality(and in the given plot situ-
ation) be singing.
It's a visually lush film.
The first focused image is
shocking: Joel Gray's face,
a pale death's head with
ice packs applied to his arms,
which were so weak from exer-
cising he was literally unable
to raise them, even to feed him-
self. Another Individual was
admitted when blood was expeUed
in his urine. StiU others were
taken in to recuperate from phy-
sical and emotional exhaustion.
AU of these things occur and
are supposedly undertaken in the
hope of fostering "brotherhood",
or fraternity" within a club or
section. The analogy is often
made of HeU Week being com-
parable to the sufferings of an
athletic team, who work hard
and sacrifice to win games. This
analogy falls short of validity
'because of the following: An
athletic team's end s victory
in a contest; the sweat and
unpleasantness of training Is the
means. During HeU Week, how-
ever, the ordeal Is the end; ar-
rogance and humiliation the
means. If a coach can ada qua te-- ly
train his athletes without
pushing them to nausea or muscle
cramps, he will. Moreover, In
scholastic or professional sports
there are channels and other
individuals to insure that coaches
do not abuse their authority.
Here at Wooster, we have an
administration - which through
their smug inability to control
the situation, and their "kids
win be kids" attitude have only
served to encourage the abuses.
No better Illustration of this
can be found than in the policy
of HeU Week observers. First,
two observers are supposed to
keep tabs on an entire club or
section. And last year, a form er
section member, now a high ad-
ministration official, was ap-
pointed to observe his own sec-
tion, which must raise the
question of a conflict of inter-
est. Further, If organizations
such as LCB were to publicize
an event by draping banners on
trees, putting tape on floors la
the Union, etc., Galptn would
put a quick halt to It. One need
impossibly sin-r- ed lips.
Then the enticing, pur--
iously innocent voice
begins to pull us in: "Wil-lkomme- n,"
it says, and we
feel quite welcome. We are
caught up in the false de-
licious conviction that we
are gay, witty, rich, care-
free, happy. We applaud a
raucous hymn to money.
The tattered, tawdry halo
of this world intrude, but
we refuse to see them.
I felt quite at home in
that cabaret, until the very
end....
I wish to, here and now
disavow any knowledge of
the headlines that appear
over my articles. What
Oscar blew last week is
beyond me and probably the
ken of ordinary mortals.
only chip the paint in one's room
to experience Galpln's fair wea-
ther enforcement.
Guidelines for Hell Week are
published and trumpeted through-
out the campus, apparently only
to salve the conscience of the
administration, which seems to
believe widespread distribution
of these rules wlU Insure fair
play and the protection of In-
dividuals. What Galptn, the ISC,
and 'lie ICC fall to realize Is
that enforcement necessarily
must follow.
Perhaps the moit Ironic as-
pect of HeU Week is the thought
that, were all this energy put
to some constructive use, men
the members of these organi-
zations and the campus as a
whole would have far less to
bitch about for the rest of the
year. For example, Second Sec-
tion, residents of CrandaU
House, as a heU function, under-
took the repair of roofing, gu-
tters, screens, and windows.
Lawns were cleared and edged,
shrubbery replanted, and drive-
ways and sidewalks weeded. .
Fifth section also painted their
lounge. Such alternative hell
activities not only build a sense
of eomradeiie, but form a higher
bond between members than Is
achieved by merely enduring
frustration and stress together.
Pledges would be able to point
to a tangible product of their
efforts, and realize they have
accomplished something worth-
while.
We harbor no 111 win toward
the existence of sections or
clubs whatsoever. Our objec-
tions arise from the dehuman-
izing behavior of normally
decent Individuals, resulting In
HeU Week becoming HeU not
only for pledges, but for the
entire campus community.
Sincerely,
Kirk Fisher
Walker Joyce
Richard Scales
NUUW. Slater
R. Scott Baxter .
Jane Denovchek
One time
by Jim Van Horn
of
On Wednesday, May 9th, the
most wanted criminal In the
United States invaded the College
of Wooster Campos. His name
is Ed Edwards and his game is,
or at least was, crime. And it can
wasn't exactly an Invasion, it
was more of a gentle murmur.
Ton see, Ed Ed-irard- s was not
out to ransack President Dro-sha- l's of
house or steal the beloved, as
one-hand- ed statue of Lincoln, as his
he may have done twelve years
I " 'PI m m m a of
Cedar chest I was
AROMATIC CEDAR j
INSIDE AND OUT j
Sale Price $58.95 J
Regular $65.00 I
lintan 6 at
WOOD
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669-70- 01
STORE...
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WITH US!
Cleaners
264-84- 54
Each item cleaned
and pressed.
Pay nothing
until fall. In
SCOOP UP YOUR
SPARE CASH..,.
v
FET"AND SA
.... We'll help you start
your own account - AND --
you can earn 5 14, too!
infamous con visits
ago. No, he's given up his life
crime and the once infamous
character has turned to a life of
lecturing while runnlnghis build-
ing and remodeling business.
This father of four from
Doyiestown, Ohio feels that he
put his sixteen years in
prison to a practical use. He
travels about, primarily In the
State of Ohio, lecturing to groups
every age concerning his life
a crook. Edwards started
life of crime at the age of
eight, when he stole the birthday --
cake of a fellow resident In an
orphanage where he spent part
his childhood. The recogni-
tion he received for this prank
enough to start him onward
No 'swan
by Bill Henley
When it invited Dr.
Robert Walcott to speak
a faculty convocation
April 9, the Cultural Events
Committee suggested that
he speak on the prosaic
theme of "Reflections on
Wooster". Radio WCWS
announced that Dr. Walcott
would explain "How a Har-
vard Man Gets His Kicks
Out of Wooster", while the
DAILY RECORD was par-
tial to "Retiring Professor
to Talk".
Dr. Walcott's own ideas
ran through the rejected
"Death of a Harvard Man"("I was afraid I might be
expected, as agrandfinale,
to expire right there on
stage") through "Edu- - '
cation of a Harvard Man"
to "Re-Educat- ion of aHar--
THE
PAR1X
SHOP
th ColUg Hills Shopping Contor
Phon. 262-884- 6
(First Federal!
j g"
.and upward toward the F.B.Vs
ten most wanted list. This route,
included the stealing of twenty-si-x
ears and numerous armed
robberies, stopping poly with the
barren of a shotgun looking him
in the eyes in 1962. As Sdrards
stated"If I was going to be a
criminal, I wanted to be the
'best".
- Citing poor conditions In many
prisons mroughout'the country,
Mr.' Edwards announced that the
Mansfield (Ohio) Reformatory of-
fers a Rehabllltory Barber Col-
lege. He then went on to point
out the amusing, as well as sad
fact that it Is illegal In the State
of Ohio for an ex-con- vlct to hold
a barber's license. Ninety-tw- o
song' for
vard Man", describinghow
he prepared for his almost
29 years of teaching history
at the College of,Wooster.
The doctor also exhorted
his hearers not to think of
the talk as a "swan song- -'("it sounds nice, but I
found out that a swan song
is the beautiful and inspir-
ing song a swan is supposed
to singjust before itdies") and said he himself
would be content if they
would regard it as "the
final quack of a lame duck, .
Dr. Helen Osgood, also
of the history department, .
introduced Dr. Walcott by
reminiscing how "when I
first came here, the weight
of the place pressed down
on me and I was in awe of
everyone, but especially
Dr. Walcott." (Dr. Wal-
cott responded by pointing
out that both of them were
actually "pretty low on the
totem pole" at that time;
they shared an office in
Kauke converted from a
cloakroom.)
Dr. Osgood also cited
Dr. Walcott's academic
credits as an authority on
the political and economic
history of England in the
17th and 18th century, in-
cluding authorship of an
important book, a Fellow-
ship in the Royal Historical
Society and a founding
membership in the Ohio
Conference on British
Historical Studies.
Dr. Walcott related how
he began as a "pre-
destined Harvard man",
sprung from generations of
Harvard ancestors and
raised in Cambridge,Mass.
One of his first experiences
of the world beyond the
ivied walls was a Job on a
cattle ranch, which be, and
bis girl-frien-ds of the
WANT ED I Llonol moo"
Electric Trai- n- Standard
Gaugo or 0 Goug... Ca 1 1
698-41- 43 or writ K. W.
Vol gal, P.O. Box 248 Applo
'Crook,Ohio44606. -
CO w
prison riots since 1970, he stated,
should be evidence enough that
something Is drastically wrong.
He continued by saying mat mere
are some people In prisons that
don't belong there. Edwards said .
he knew this to be true, for a --
man was once sent to prison for -- :
a robbery wMch he Edwards)'
'committed.
Since criminals are
often .glorified for their acts,
Edwards makes it very clear that
he Is not proud of his criminal
record. He did state, however,
that he waj proud of what he is .
doing nor, and that he feels he
is helping many people through
his efforts.
Br. Walcott
time, regarded as roman-
tically Western and cow-boy- ish
despite the fact that
the cattle were all eight
miles down the road. On
the way home after thatjob ended, he found another
as a farm harvester in
western Idaho and learned,
"how kind and neighborly
the American people really
are." ;
He went on to graduate
school and, immersed in
the scholarship of English
history, became for a time
virtually "immune" to the
outside world and its' pro-
blems. He remembers
hearing and enjoying die
singing of unemployed
Welsh miners during the
Depression, without, at the
time, having any inkling of
the suffering those men
were enduring. After he
took up teaching, he. voted
for Hoover in 1932 and was
shocked to discover that
everyone else on thefacuity
was voting for Roosevelt.
But he soon acquired his .
very own FBI file after hejoined the Cambridge
Teachers' Union; and as
- a very Junior member of
the Harvard faculty - he
briefly encountered two
students named John and
Bobby Kennedy.
Involved in a taxi dri-
vers' strike as a member
of his union, he was once
advised by a Teamsters
Union member that "you
don't get anywhere until
you tip over a few cabs",
and came to realize that
a little judiciously applied
violence may sometimes
settle a grievance more
effectively than other
methods "but I wouldn't
advise anyone to go out and-ti- p
over Galpin Hall." He
became so emotionally in-
volved in tile Spanish Civil
War. in 1936, that some of
bis friends mistakenly be-
lieved him to be a member,
of the Abraham Lincoln
Brigade of Americans
fighting alongside the
Spanish Republicans.
(Photo by Ed Badger)
Eventually he wound up
in a small .college town(where for a time he and
his wife lived in a garret
over two Presbyterian
ministers and 50 chickens,
which latter gave the house
"a nice agricultural
aroma") and during World
War n he found work as
an engineer. His first
published book was a clas-
sified Navy manual on
radar-syste- m repair.
After the war he taught
for a' time at Black Moun-
tain College, an exper-
imental institution . which --
seemed like "the college
with no faults no Board
of Trustees, no -- administration,
no grades, and
no athletics". The faculty
ran things, faculty and stu-
dents elected a "rector"
instead aL a president, and
instead of indulging in ath-
letics the students carried
on the maintenance of the
college.
Dr. Walcott found at
Black Mountain "a tre-
mendous sense of com- -
munity", but ultimately he
and his wife felt obliged
to go elsewhere because
life on the Black Mountain
faculty became too hectic.
"The college was like an
internal combustion e-
ngineit proceeded by
means of a continuous '
series of explosions".
Finally, at this point.
Dr. Walcott was guided by
the late Dr. Wallace No- t-
' estein to join the faculty
of the College of Wooster.
He was and is pleased with .
the town (it's true that a
small college town like
Wooster is really the ideal --
place vto live") and the
College, ("To get students ;
- doing as good work as some
of my senior IS students
here, Pd have to teach at
. one of the four or. five --
major graduate schools of .',
.the country." All In all,
be concluded, ''Wooster --
has been an extremely
pleasant place to live.' .
x
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As a part of hll waalc activities, pledges of KEZ built a pyr-
amid in tho middle of Public Sq uora whan all lights were rod
Pictured above are first row: Debbie Davies, Sue Schenk, Kate
Strong, and Kathy Irvin. Second row: Julie Betz, Jean Mac-Mill- an
and Becky Parker. Top: Polly Beals.
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Talks
continued from page 1
the College Bookstore. Caps
and gowns are required for
Graduation ceremonies. .
COLLEGE CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVE
Needed to sell Brand Name
Stereo Components to
Students at lowest prices.
4: Commission, NO Invest-
ment reqiired. Serious In-
quiries Only! Fad Compon- -
ems, inc. rassafc
Avenue, Fairfield,
.
Ne w
Jersey 07006.
Jerry Diamond
201-227-6- 814 'gaataaaaaaaqi
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Other Food Day ac-
tivities will begin with a
film, - TILT, to be shown
continuously from 2 to 4
pm in the Lowry Pit. It
concerns problems of food
resources and population.
At 4:15 in the Pit a panel
discussion will be held with
four commentators from
the College and four from
the OARDC (Ohio Agricul-tur- la
Research and Deve-'lopm- ent
Center). From the
College, the Rev. BarrieShepherd will discuss the
morality of the food sit-
uation; Frank Miller of thePoll -- Sci department will
consider its political
pects; George Galster of
the Economics department
will speak on the economics
of food; Donald Wise of the
Biology department ' will
discuss nutrition.
From tie OARDC, Earle
Klosterman will discuss
animal husbandry; Howard
Lefever will speak on wheatbreeding and crop produc-
tion; Warren Roller will
discuss energy use in crop
production, and Berlie
Schmidt will talk on land
use and soil conservation.
D0nnoG
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Efett Week meets objections
continued from page 1
- week activities were allowed to
begin at 6 a,m. Friday, and
the serenading did not take place
until after that time. There were
'
also some complaints about
Individual -- hosing of women
actives. --
Steve Graff, aslstant director
.
of admissions and former
member of Kappa Chi, was the
observer, for Seventh Section.
He felt the Seventh section
activities went well and were
within the guidelines of ISC
regulations. He said he saw no
major infractions of independents
rights by seventh section.
Coach Tom Kaiser was the
faculty observer for Fifth
Section. He felt many reserva-
tions about being an observer
because he feels very strongly
that all HeU Week rights must
be very private. Having been a
member of a large national frat-
ernity, Sigma Chi, he wts sur-
prised that a Hell Week is
possible with all the ISC regulat-
ions.
When asked to comment on the
In the evening, a seminar
will be held at 7 pm in
Lowry 119 on the philos-
ophy of food co-operat- ives
and. another t 8 pm on
alternative diets. The exactprograms for these sem-
inars have not yet been
determined.
Also in the evening, A
Food Day Liturgy will be
College
challenged
continued from page i
More money than requested
was pledged to the College.
His challenge helped pay
off several debts the
College incurred during its
building programs in the
late sixties.
All members of the Col-
lege . community can par-
ticipate in collecting money
toward the $150, 000 goal. .
GRACE'S WINE SHOP
FREE DELIVERY
9.0O MINIMUM
248 W. NORTH STREET
262-58- 66
764 PfTT&lTCGH AVENU2 -
. WOOSTCL OHIO
MONDAY, WED., THURS. C MJIV9K
5 p.m. - 1 ajb. snrWf aSW -' Friday,. Saturday 5 p.m. - 2 a..
SUNDAY 5 p.m. - 12 p.m.
PIZZA CARRY-OU- T ONLY j
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alleged humiliation that pledges
go through, he said he saw room
in the Hell Week structure for
change such as more service or
work projects which pledge
- classes could work on together.
Stressing the Importance of to-
getherness to a section, he said
that there should not be outside
observers who were not former
members of the section; such as
Steve Graff In seventh section.
He felt that either members of
the community who were former
members of the section or the
section presidents could.be
observers to assure the private
nature of the rituals.
Craig Haberle, observer of
Kappa Epslloa Zeia (KEZ) girls'
club, said he found no infractions
of guidelines by the club. "They
did not hassle or yell at their
pledges, and with only eight
pledges they had a good attitude."
Roberta Welty, director of
Compton and observer for Pi
Kappa (Peanuts) girls' club, said
she was pretty pleased with the
way things went. She said mat
the club stayed within guidelines
, seminars set for Food Day
Only people who really wlsb
to observe the fast should
sign up; no one should feel
obliged to sign up for the
fast and then eat at McDo-
nald's. He emphasized that
the decision to participate
In. the fast will be a per
sonal one; he hopes not to
see any Vpressure " put
on for everyone to join the
fast.
i Seniors must be measured
for caps
.
and gowns before
April 23rd. This can be done
tree : ot charge at any time at
held in the chapel.
After Food Day, on Mon-
day, April 22 a long-ran- ge
planning workshop will be
held to consider what con-
tinuing projects Wooster
might attempt to attack its
share of the food problem.
DETENTE? IS THAT SOME KIND
OF . FRENCH PASTRY?
VOICE Editorial, Sept. 25.
1959: "Let us not be deceived
by 'peace in our time'. Today'
Communist youth will be the un-
relenting challenge of today's
democratic youth. Freed om can
not be taken for granted, in 1939,
1959, or 1979!"
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established by ICC and that any
complaints such as the serenad-
ing, are being studied. "Peanuts
was fairly impressive."
Evaluations for the girls clubs
also have not yet been turned In.
They first will go to Ms. Lewis,
and then to ICC and Campus
Council. All the observers and
presidents of the clubs submit
reports.
Good
News
is
diu n
ROOM...
ecu3
. Books
Magazines
Ambassador
Cards
and
LARGE SELECTIO
of
IMPORTED PIPES
and TOBACCO
We also
have Shermans
200 S. Market Open
Daily 6:30 A.M.
to 12:30 A.M.
Except Sunday
till 10:00 P.M.
DRESS UP YOUR
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au i pm- - D pm
WOOSTER ACRES
2111 Akron Rd.
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Relic has control problems
Yellow Jackets sting Scots 5
by Dave Koppenhaver
Wednesday, April 2nd, Woo-ste-rs
varsity nine played host
to and were defeated by Baldwin
Wallace's Yellow Jackets, 5-- 3.
The Scots never led and the
closest they could come was 4
3, after a two-r-un rally In the
sixth Inning. For the second
consecutive game the Scots, and
their opponents, displayed a no-
ticeable deficiency of power, as
there were only three extra-ba- se
hits.
The Yellow Jackets opened the
scoring In the top of the second
Inning with several deuces. The
Jackets picked up two unearned
runs, on two walks, a pair of
errors by shortstop Dave Gor-suc- h,
and a sacrifice fly byBWs
catcher, Lee Thomas.
Wooster answered In the bot-
tom of the fourth, as lea --1 --off
batter Tom Traver sing' ad, stole
second, went to third on a sacri
WORLD-WID- E
TRAVEL
"
SERVICE
TAKES YOU
I
PHONE 264-S3-S3
H4K
fice bunt by Tom Grtppa, and
then scored on a wild p'.tch by
Harold Myers. '
The Yellow Jackets picked up
their winning runs In the top of
the sixth. Ed Plzzuto banged a
triple to deep center field and
scored Pat George who had
walked to open the Inning. Pls-zu- to
himself later scored on a
line drive single to left field by
catcher Lee Thomas.
Wooster rallied in the sixth
Inning but fell one run short
when Dave Branfleld was thrown
out trying to stretch a double
Tribe tomahawks
Yanks 5-- 3,
see opener
by Glenn Forbes
56,204 of the faithful turned
out In 36 degree weather to watch
the Indians open their 1975 camp-
aign at Cleveland Stadium on
Tuesday. The shivering fans were
rewarded with a 5- -3 Tribe victory
and some fireworks fromFrank
Robinson and Boog Powell.
After Gaylord Perry had set
the Yankees down In order and
Oscar Gamble had popped to the
third baseman, Frank Robinson,
at bat for the first time as an
Indian, responded by lining a
home run over the left field wall,
giving the Indians a 1- -0 lead.
The Yankees, though, came
back In the top of the second.
Consecutive singles byBlomberg"
and Nettles, followed by a double
by- - ChamMlss and a single by ,
M una on. gave the Yankees a 3- -1
lead. The Indians then answered
The third inning was scoreless
to
X
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Into a triple. With two outs In
the inning Dave Gorsuch singled
and took second as Myers un-
corked another wild pitch. Des-
ignated hitter Rich Hopkins
walked as Myers tried to pitch
too finely and men Branfleld
socked a looping shot Into the
left-cen- ter field alley. A per-
fect reliy peg from BW's Ken
Preseren beat Branfleld easily
to third base.
Baldwin Wallace picked up an
insurance run In the top of the
ninth Inning. Skip Relic, tiring
somewhat, walked the first two
56,000
but In the bottom of the fourth
another new Indian, Boog Powell,
followed his manager's lead and
slammed a homer over the left
field fence to make the score
3-- 3. - For awhile It looked as if
It would remain that way but In
the bottom of the sixth the Indians
exploded for what proved to be
the two winning runs.
Hendrick singled, stole second,
and scored on a double by Powell
down the right field line. After
Ellis walked and Bell grounded
Into a fielder's Choice, Brohamer
singled Powell In and the Indians
had a 5--3 lead. '
The Indians threatened again in
the eighth, getting Ellis as far as
third but could not score. In the
top of the ninth, the Yankees came
within three feet of tying the ballgame. Hermann singled and
Chambllss sent a long drive
toward the right field fence, but
the fence was as far as It went
and Perry then retired the side
for his first victory of the new
season. Doc Medich was the
loser.
The Tribe, sparked by the two
homers, gave their fans some-
thing to cheer about and a pennant
hope for.
MORE IS LESS
In the Mar. 17, 1967VOICE reported on the inefficiency
the newly-enlarge- d campua
bookstore. "In the long run, the
expansion seems only to have en-larged the room for improvement."
-3 in OAC tilt
batters he faced, and lefty Andy
Matonak was promptly brought
on to relieve. Ken Preseren, '
himself a lefthander, Just as
promptly singled to bring home
Lee Thomas from second. '
Skip Relics control problems,
combined with the Scots' meager
offensive showing, left no other
Baldwin Wallqce (5) Wooster (3) C--
ab r h rbi ab r h "rbi
Shook, 2b 4 0 0 0 Trover, 3b 4 11 0
Preseren, ss 3 0 11 Grippa, 2b ' 3 0 0 0
Horger, 3b 5 0 10 Gorsuch, ss 4 1 11George, lb - 3 1 1 0 Hopkins, dh 2 10 0
Smith, If ' 4 0 0 0 Bronfld, lb 4 0 2 2
HVievef 4 1 10 Steele, If 4 0 10Pizzuto, dh 4 2 1 1 Zeiters, ef 4 0 0 0
Engelkin, rf 2 0 0 0 McL'lin, e 4 0 2 0
Thomas, c 2 111 Scott, rf 3 0 0 0Myers, p 0 0 0 0 Relic, p 0 0 0 0
Leyde, or. If 0 0 0 0 Glover, pr 0 0 0 0 '
P'grew, rp 0 0 0 0 Matonak, rp . 0 0 0 0 .
31 5 6 3 32 3 7 3
Letters to
Sports Editor:
Yes, Knute Rockne, there
is a coach
Pat O'Brien, Released by
the College of Wooster
(Ohio), he was hired yes-
terday as the head foot-
ball, coach at Cincinnati's
Western Hills High.
Byron Rosen in
THE WASHINGTON POST,
March 28, 1975
T-j--
-. i j xu i--ncic is an item a asuington, D.C. sportswriter
Willi a bciisc vi iiumur must
have picked off the wires
this morning.
There also seems to be
a subtle religious scenerio,
Ara Paraseghian, a Pres-
byterian, recently resign-
ed" from Notre Dame. Pat
O'Brien , probably Cath-
olic, has his departure
from a Presbyterian col-
lege reported by a Hebrew
columnist in Washington.
If "W" hires Paraseghian,
It would all look contrived.It's possible that your
generation does not know
the connection between
tj WITH COUPON aa)jfee
.
200 W. LIBERTY 7V
S33 OFF ANY PAIR OF PANTsf
EXCEPT FAIR TRADED ITEMS T
CJWITH COUPON
possibility than a loss to? Wo-
oster. Three times Skip walked
a batter with either one or no
oats, and each time the man
scored. If Relic had been able
'to control his pitches a little
better,- - (he outcome may have
been different, as he allowed the
Yellow Jackets only 5 hits.
the Editor
Knute Rockne and Pat
O'Brien. If this is the case,
Mose Hole can fill you in.
Good Luck.
Jim Cannell
Sports Editor
Wooster VOICE 40--41
How about it, Mr. Hole?
ed.
Netmen top
r e. iCapital
by Bob Christensen
The Men's ' Tennis team
traveled to Capital University on
Saturday, April 5 to play their
second away game and second
match of the season. The Scots
swept the match 9- -0 despite bad
winds and an unusually tough
Capital squad. It was the first
victory of the young season for
the Scots, and first collegiate
victory for their rookie assis-te- nt
coach Bob Farrance. "Ca-
pital Is a much Improved team
and none of the players could
afford to let up against their
opponent. This, and the trying
weather conditions made the 3- -0
victory that much sweeter,"
commented Farrance. Farrance
was particularly pleased with
the singles victories of Worford
'and Rakes traw.
The Scots Journey to Denlson
on Wednesday, April 9 and open
their ho --Tie season on April 12
with Muskingum. - Fan support
would be appreciated.
vi
15 record
Scot baseballers cold on southern trip
by Dave Koppenhaver
The Wooster Scots varsity
baseballers travelled south dur-
ing the Spring Break and learned
that they have a great deal of
work to do If they hope to turn
Woi ien's
On' Wednesday, April 16,
at. 10:00 a.m. in Mateer Aud-
itorium, Mr. James H.
Olthuis, from the Institute
for. Christian Studies in Tor-
onto, Ontario, will be pre-
senting ' a convocation
lecture entitled A CALL TO
INTIMACY, a discussion of
sexuality, marriage, and
family. Olthuis is a pro
fessor of ethics and theology
. . . . I I r.ar me insriTUTe ana nas wru-te- n
several articles on Chris
tian education, labor rela.
tions, and chord? reform. A
pit-sto- p will follow at 4:00
this season Into a success. They
returned to Wooster sporting a
1-
-5 wonlost record, a weak
team batting average of .243 and
an even weaker team ERA of
8.85. The Scots dropped two
games to Carson-Newm- an 6--5
tennis previews
by Janet Smeltz
The 1975 tennis season is going
to be an Interesting one for
the Wooster women this year.
With only three retaining letter-wom- en
back Carol Hahn, Joan
Doezema, and Janet Smeltz
experience Is In the minority as
first-ye- ar players hold the re-
maining four places
Coach Maria Sexton Is current-
ly In the midst of an anxious
few days. Yesterday, the Scot-ti- es
kicked off the -- season at
Hiram College, tomorrow the
Woosterltes travel to tough
Wittenberg, and Monday Is de-
but day for the Scottles when
they meet Akron on the home
grounds at 4:00 ,p.m. "We al-
ways "have a rough schedule,
says Dr. Sexton, "and this year
Is no exception. The competi-
tion is better and the level of
NEXT WEEK'S SPORTS-M- en
Saturday
Baseball vs. Obs-rli-n (2), her,l:00
Tannic vs. Muslcingum,hr,1:30
Loctoss vs. Denison,away
Track --O AC Rlays,away
Saturday and Sunday
.
Golf --Ashland Invitational
Tuesday
Baseball vs. Hidlbrg,here,3:00
Track vs. Malon,away
vs. Baldwin --Wall ace,
harm, 2:30
NEXT WEEK'S SPORTS
Women
Saturday
. Lacress vs. Bowling Green,
haro, 1:00
Monday
Tennis, vs. Ashland,hor,4:00
Wednesday
Wednesday
Lacress vs. Oberlin,away
play Is kept higher which helps
prepare us for the state tourney
In May."
This year's lineup features
junior two-lett- er winner Carol
Hahu In the first singles spot,
sophomore Janet Smeltz In
the second spot, German
exchange student AlmuthWlldeus
at the third post. Sophomore
Joan Doeaema and freshman F ran
Klelbowlcs are the first doubles
team and Junior Mollle Magee
and sophomore Wendy Newton
hold the second slot. "We are
a hard-hittin- g, sound team. Who
knows where we'll go!" says
the pleased coach.
by Glenn. Forbes
For some reason, 56,402
fans were at Cleveland Sta-
dium last Tuesday for op-
ening day. I was one of
mem. Bands played, peo-
ple cheered and there was
a general carnival atmos-
phere. The game was good
and the afternoon was gen-
erally enjoyable.e.except
that it was COLD. Thirty-si- x
degrees is simply not
baseball weather.
The season, though, must
start in April. Fans and
players must freeze for
some reason I've never
been able to understand.
It has something to do with
the contention that major
league baseball teams must
play 162 games per season
and so they must play in
the cold. The apparent rea-
son for this is money; to
the owners, more games
mean more money. But the
sparse crowds present at
April games (aside from
Opening Day) and the num-
erous postponements that
result from bad weather
would seem to make April
games only nominally pro-
fitable.
I see, however, no change
in the present schedule (af-
ter all, the owners don't
have to play in that weather)
unless we, the fans, put
some pressure on the own
THEBEVERAGE CENTER
927 E. Bowman
OPEN: 9 AM. 10:30 P.M.
MOW. THRU THURS.
9 A.M. llt30 P.M.
FRIDAY. SAT.
and 8-- 4, one to Vanderbllt 10--3,
and a pair to Lambuth 8- -1 and
3--5. Their lona' victory came
against Lambuth, an 11--9 slug-fes- t.
-
- .
Designated hitter Rob Steele
and second baseman Tom Grlppa
led the ; team In bitting for the
six games.' Each batted .429 on
the strength of 6 for 14. Dave
Branfleld followed at .417, Tom
Traver at .313, and Rich Hop-
kins at .300. The batting
averages for the rest of the
team tailed off from mere to
Jeff Whetsel's .273 and Pat Mc-
Laughlin's .230, before they be-
came ghastly.
Tom Travefs 5 RBIs, followed
by John Bohannon's 4, led the
club. Rich Hopkins and Denny
Zeiters each banged a home run, '
Friday, April 11 . 1975
Sports and society
ers, either at the ticket
window or in the public
press. That, however, is
a slight possibility from
my point of view. Fans
have never shown them-
selves to be the kind to
really stand up for their
interests.
The movie JEUXINTER- -
prrES. or FORBIDDEN
GAMES will be shown in
the dining room of Babcock
Hall on Friday evening.
April 18 at 8:00. Admis
sion is 50P. The film is
sponsored by the French
department. It is a 1952
Freeh film and has Eng
lish subtitles.
Deadline for the SUMMER
and rALL Urban Quarters
7lU FRIDAY, APRIL
io, iy3. Placements are
available in the followino
- . .cmvs: Birminaham Phil.-j . .aaeipnia. fortland. St. L..i
and San Diego. Please
Mr. Day, Director of UrbanQuarter for applications.
MAGNAV0X STEREO
INSTRUMENTS
RECORDS REPAIRS
ON THE SQUARE 262-58- 86
while Traver had a pair of dou-
bles.
Meanwhile the pitching staff
was experiencing severe diffi-
culties. Andy. Matonak's .00
ERA, for 8.33 innings, led the
club. The only other semi-respecta- ble
ERA was Mike Patter-
son's 3.82. The rest of the staff
was near or in double-figu- re
ERAs.
Wlldness and gopher balls
proved to be the major nemeses
of the hurlers. They walked 35
men and gave up 14 home runs
in 4L67 innings. The walks, com-
bined with the 51 hits Wooster
gave up, accounted for a grand
total of 86 baserunners, or over
2 per Inning. Opponents batted
a sizzling .300 versus the Scots'
staff, and accumulated 100 total
fit
m
VOICE
bases, almost double Wooster s
53.
Wooster did field a highly re-
spectable .966, but then there
were plenty of hits to practice
on
After 5 games this season, all
of which have been at home, the
Scots seem to have ironed out
some of their major difficulties
and show a 3- -2 tally overall, and
1-
-2 In the Northern OAC Division
race.
YOU COULD ALWAYS BRING A
CANTEEN
A lattar aigiwd "D Hydratad"
in the Oct. 2. 1959 VOICE com-
plained that the waiters In HoIdan
Hail. wouldn't pour any drinking
water tUl the meal was nearly
over.
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STUDENTS!
YOUTH FARE RETURNS
also
WE HAVE
GUARANTEED DEPARTURE
CHARTER-LI- KE FLIGHTS
II
fill Toronto to London-o- r FrankfurtS
llf From $289 Roundtrip
ji&l (2 Months pre-booki- nf and payment necessary)
fll Call Us For Information1 FLAIR TRAVEL
U CONSULTANTS, INC.
346 E. Bowman 264-650- 5
MEN WOMEN
Let the Army help
you with college.
Last year, 90,000 young people like yourself earned
college credits In the Army.
They attended classes on post. They studied at
nearby colleges and universities. And they took
courses through various correspondence programs.
And the Army paid for up to 75 of their tuition costs.
Our educational benefits are in addition to the
job training you'll receive, the salary you'll earn, and
the travel opportunities you'll have.
If you'd like to find out more about all the educa-
tional benefits the Army has to offer, call your local
Army Representative.
Call Army Opportunities
262-392- 6; 1-753- -8074
Join the people who've joined the Army.
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TEE GREAT AUDIO CLEARANCE SALE
PAUL J. (COONS IS REDUCING PRICES ON ALL AUDIO
EQUIPMENT IN STOCK, TO MAKE ROOM FOR MORE
THAT'S ALREADY ON THE WAY HERE.
AMPLIFIERS
MODEL 1030
15 WATTS RMS X 2 CH.
MODEL 1060
30 WATTS RMS X 2 CH.
$145.50 REG. 169.95 $185.90 REG. 229.95
MODEL 1120
60 WATTS RMS X 2 CH.
MODEL 1200B
100 WATTS X 2 CH.
$388. REG. 429.95 $594.50 REG. 699.95
RECEIVERS
MODEL 2015
15 WATTS X 2 CH.
$199.95 (249.95) $229.50- - (299.95)
MODEL 2220B
20 WATTS X 2 CH.
MODEL 2220
20 WATTS X 2 CH.
MODEL 2240
40 WATTS X 2 CH.
$254.95 (299.95) $382.50 (449.95)
MODEL 2275
75 WATTS X 2 CH.
$509.50 (599.95)'
TUNERS
MODEL 112
$165. (199. 95).
MODEL 125
$285.50 (329.95)
MODEL 2325
125 WATTS X 2 CH.
Dolby System
$639.95 (799.95)
MODEL 115B
$254.50 (299.95)
MODEL 150
Ocilliscope
$509.95 (599.95)
SPECIAL AUD10PHILE SYSTEM
MODEL 3300 MODEL 240 MODEL 125
PRE-A- MP 125WX2CH. TUNER
POWER AMP
$359.95 $349.95 $285.50
(449.95) (429.95) 029.95)
- COMPLETE SYSTEM FOR -
$995.40
a. 209. 40)
MARANT-Z- 3 years parts & labor
CASSETTE DECKS
$339.50 (399.95)
MODEL 558 '
THREE MOTOR, AUTO-REVER- SE
$658.50 (769.95)
MODEL 755 .
10-- 12 INCH REELS, THREE
MOTOR, THREE HEADS - :
$563.50 (699.95) '
3
MODEL TC --131 8D MODEL TC-161-- SD
FERRITE HEADS, DOLBY, PAUSE , FERRITE HEADS, DOLBY, PAUSE, .
CRO OR REG. TAPE - HYSTEREIS SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
$221.50 (269.95)
MODEL TC-137- SD
MIKE-LI- NE MIXING, PAUSE,
WTLL RECORD SQ MATRIX,
DOLBY, LINE OUT CONTROL
$339.50 (399.95)
REEL-TO-RE- EL
MODEL 280 . '
ECONOMY 2 -- HEAD
THREE SPEED
199.95 (249.95)
MODEL 377
THREE HEAD, THREE SPEED,
PAUSE, BIAS & EQUALIZATION,
SEPERATE LINE-MI- KE
$254.96 (299.95)
MODEL TC-203- SD
FRONT LOADING VERSION
DF137SD
$339.50 099.95)
MODEL 353 D
THREE HEAD, THREE SPEED,
PAUSE, BIAS
$285.50 (349.95)
MODEL 458 " .
AUTO-REVER- SE, BI-DIRECTI- ONAL
RECORDING , THREE HEADS:
PAUSE
$399.96 (499.95)
All units are demonstrators, ONLY ONE
unit at advertised price.
REEL
1800 FT, PRO
" " , SLH
3600 " .PRO
3600 " , SLH
PAUL J. KOONS & Associates
SONY BLANK TAPE
3.99 (4.99)
5.19 (6.49)
11.96 (14.95)
15.25 (19.95)
1
"
MODEL 645
THREE MOTOR, THREE HEADS
$439.50 (549.95)
MODEL 756-- 2
10-- 12 INCH REELS, 15 IPS
TWO TRACK PROFESSIONAL
$764.50 (899.95)
- CASSETTE
C-- 45 99 (1-5- 9)
C-- 60 1.18 (1.69)
C-- 90 1.73 (2.49)
UHF-9- 0 2.84 (3.79)
CRO-- 60 2.45 (3.29)
MICROPHONES & MIXING BOARDS IN STOClC -
SONY WARRANTY - 2 YEARS PARTS LABOR
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OPEN WED. AFT. t FRIDAY TILL 9 P.M. i221 South Market St. .... $M
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